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Hatonn present in the Light of the
Radiant One. May we get right
“with-it” for there is much to be
done this day. Dharma, let us garner a tiny bit more space. Ones in
the U.S. will have to put-up with it
but these messages are beyond
price range of those in places like
New Zealand and South Africa,
etc. Let us remove spacing line on
either side of headings and abbreviate where feasible. Let this
be explanation enough to scholars
that it is
deliberate.
CLARIFICATION
First reply
formation
M.M.(Acct.
Calif).
I
quence, to
letter.

is to queries about inand my participation:
Better Citizenship,
shall respond in sehis brilliantly written

As much information as possible
(truth) is gleaned from Earth publications and some of you are read
well enough to recognize same.
Now as to confirmation and recognition, I have two guidelines for
usage: 1. I use only portions which
are total TRUTH. And, I recognize all resources if qualifications
are sufficiently “full” to insure that
the readers don’t take that which is
not Truth from the book whose
portion I have quoted. In the case
of the book M.M. has presented
for comment--I did give resource
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but you would not have recognized
it for the entirety of the book in
point is a total use of that which
was projected by Eustace Mullins
and Antony Sutton. I take no exception for ALL who present Truth
is indeed valid and those works
should NOT bear copyright dividends. If a book gives credit to
God, even if in a back-door manner--I will never fail to use the
author--I care not from where information of Truth comes forth. I
plead with readers to copy, mutilate, spindle and READ our work
and project it around as quickly
and possible--all duplication welcome and blessed.
It only “appears” that these
JOURNALS and
are
“copyrighted’‘--it is a necessary
and stupid rule which is required
for placement in the front of a
book for registration of the publisher ISBN number, etc. WE DO
NOT COPYRIGHT OUR WORK
AS SUCH NOR AS YOU THINK
OF COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL
IN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. However, it is thru the
ISBN number that you can locate
the Publisher of the books which
entangles us with the Copyright
process.
When the Truth writers come forward--set aside their ego enough to
serve fellow-man 100% and not effort to hide Truth for their own
gain--I shall do better than recognition--I shall relinquish the pen. I
will herein give Mr. Skinner a
1
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mark
of excellence
for his
“question” isolation of important
points. I also give him a pat on
the back for choosing the best of
the valid information available.
Without God in total forefront of
intent, however, you shall never
turn your plight around through
simply changing your government
and the Federal Reserve. I would
welcome a letter or a suit from Mr.
Skinner for it will give opportunity
to REALLY set the record to correct. I am not in the business of
selling “hot” property--I can assure
you that I have no interest in that
physical “stuff” you call “property”--my mission is to awaken a
massive number of sleeping members of civilization. If a thing be
Truth, dear ones, it CAN BEAR
NO COPYRIGHT! Why does one
not sue for use of a portion of that
which you call “Holy Bible”? It is
only the figment of man-conjured
fantasy which may bear moral
copyright!
I shall, however, ask America
West if there is some legal manner
in which to change the wording
within our books to reflect publisher and ISBN number without
the stupid copyright drivel. Please
also remember that even the publisher had to come into conformity
and understan’ding of this which is
blest upon him.
If there were
riches enough in the pockets of the
publisher--there would not even be
“sale” of the material for the intent
is to get information unto man--not
garner money from the publica-

tions. You will see if you check
the source that the costs far outweigh the income.
There have
been some 36 books and five equal
volumes of EXPRESSES in a year
and a half--the expense is enormous.
I further ask that you cease placing
me in a category of human physical
MAN, i.e.,

‘I am Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn,
Commander
in
Chief, Earth Project Transition,
Pleiades Sector Flight Command,
Intergalactic Federation Fleet Ashtar Command: Earth Representative to the Cosmic Council on
Earth Transition.
You may call
me Hatonn.
Let there be no
misunderstanding of WHO I AM!
I come in this portion as a fourth
dimensional Project Commander in
charge of Earth Transition. ’”
In order: I know of your silly
games and effort to garner wealth
from Truth and I shall not play
into such horrendous methods of
disallowing information, which can
reclaim your world, to go unutilized. That is a physical manifestation of greed and adversarial egocentered gleanings. Truth is NOT
“PRIVATE PROPERTY”. I serve
with and for God: it IS His property!
My description of self as above,
was a rather primitive method of
communicating my source, my service, and my identification. We all
begin at kindergarten--how do you
feel when I state, even at this late
date--some 36 books later, that I
am Aton--GOD? If you have not
read ALL of the pre-material, then
you will not, for sure, understand!

Do you? Will you? Man is in the
middle of his testing and sorting,
good friends! How did you think
the WORD would come?
THE
WORD Is GOD! Until quite recently, in my “fourth dimensional
status” I Captained a craft called
the Galactica and then moved to
the Bethlehem (to coordinate missions with other very high participants) and the craft assumed her
original and final designation of
Phoenix. This is for identification
and clues to our Earth brothers.
The books are fully intended to
reach the ground crew brothers and
they are serving purpose most
effectively. You see, I only have
interest in God‘s children for my
mission is not to tinker in your
government--but rather, to allow
mankind to see that which is
wrong, diagnose the illness and offer treatment
and, hopefully,
method of cure. God forces not
one iota--all we do is lay forth information and I shall use the most
expeditious wtitings. Do you actually believe that a 60 year-old
grandmother
could
CHOOSE
nothing save Truth from the millions of books presented by the
same number of authors. I can assure you, she would have chosen a
good cook-book to plagiarize.
Respect for private property?
What an interesting concept! You
pounce upon God utilizing words
of Truth and yet you ahow every
piece of man’s private property to
be taken by the robber barons
called government and military,
church and education!
What an
interesting concept that you would
disallow God use of that which is
hook, line and sinker HIS!
As to my identification, I might
add that I am in no wise in service
to any Command such as “Ashtar”.
I am attached in that if evacuation
becomes necessary, that Command
is THE Command. The
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We are come forth, not yet on your
place in physical form--although
often in holographic projection, as
Hosts as always sent forth before a
return of that one who progresses
from Christed status to that of
Sananda (only meaning Oneness
with God). That one now comes
forth for the reclaiming of that
which is God’s Kingdom.
The promise of God is that a final
act of HIS will be to bring forth
the WORD unto the four corners
of the planet that man may become
informed and give informed recognition to his divine choices. I cannot rewrite 40 volumes herein, if
you have interest--READ THEM.
You suggest that I “require” some
seven and a half minutes to traverse the distance from Pleiades to
That is ’ what the
planet Earth.
publisher and speaker suggests. I
require no time whatsoever. In my
dimension there is NO time and no
space to traverse. In the physical
format for a craft to travel that
distance it requires dematerialization and rematerialization--point to
point and human of Earth cannot
understand the mechanism so what
is George to tell you? If you have
nothing to Which to relate--how can
you understand?
As to communication, we choose
the best way to make contact, no
more an no less. Perhaps a better
way to describe our “contact” is by

simply referring to her as a translator than just a receiver.
The
“broadcast” comes in on a frequency in the range of 1694443
but, at best, all you can “hear” is
tonal pulses at a frequency so shrill
and fast that you will be most unDharma is given
comfortable.
translation capability.
Yes, we
could write it on a computer or in
the sky--what merit? Would you
believe it more? No, you would
NOT!
Furthermore,
God will
work WITH you, not FOR you-please do not be remiss by skipping the heart of the publications
which is the bringing forth of the
workings of God and the Universal
Creation--they are being labeled
“Pleiades Connections” to identify
the series. The PHOENIX OWNERS-OPERATOR MANUAL is
probably the most valuable transmission available to mankind.
It
outlays the Laws of God and Creation’s balance and you will come
back within those laws or be wellheaded in that direction, or you are
in serious, serious trouble as a
species civilization. P.S. I do have
the best computer in the universe!
I accept the remainder of the communication from M.M. (directed to
George) as good intent. There is
nothing needing improvement in
our communication techniques--the
improvement needs to be in the
men running around on your
My scribe has been put
planet.
into cardiac arrest some half dozen
times in this past year and a half
and I only ask that you ponder
your questions most carefully for
you indicate a very limited level of
insight. This is not to be critical-just factual. You see, you ones
who seek change do not wish to
change of own concepts--only help
“another to see” and yet your own
discourse indicates fantasy in idea
which only gets “another” killed.
Your last paragraph tells it all,
son. “Please also feel free to share
this letter with Commander Hatonn, using whatever communication technology you feel is appro-

priate. I would only ask that you
not modify this letter in any way,
and that you honor my own copyrights by giving me the credit I deserve for authoring this letter.
Please tell him, on my behalf, that
I would appreciate the opportunity
to meet him in person some day
soon.
What does this mean--exactly? I
have no space to print your personal opinions and further, do you
REALLY want me to publish your
material with name, address and
phone number--especially your private one? The last time such information was given an immediate
promise of assassination was made
to the writer and to the publisher.
You are playing at something
which is NOT a game--it only
LOOKS like James Bond. People
in service of Truth get very, very
dead in the physical form by unwillingness to bypass a bit of
EGO. I am sorry, M.M., I have
absolutely no interest in your copyrights nor in ypur publication for
there is nothing which I can use.
You are most welcome to attend a
visit with me--but you will not find
my 9 l/2 foot presence--however,
you will not be left to ponder
whether or not I am REAL. I believe you can find enough proof to
give you confirmation of this
statement. I do most surely bow to
the research you have done to
compile the well-written correspondence and this I offer in full
sincerity and candor. You see, it
indicates desire for knowledge and
I honor that above all things of the
physical. When knowledge equals
“wisdom”, I rejoice!
We have no cute seminars nor
week-end astral travel trips. Nor
do we sit in lotus position awaiting
the shower of God. We meet because we have work to do. There
is no boredom herein--nor egotrips of one over another--everyone
is too busy to care about the
other’s ego-mania. You are ready
to lose your last vestige of freedom
through loss of your Constitution
‘I’
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to the Elite bastard tribe and you
had better pay attention to the facts
and quit the tinkering. Accept the
Truth for the seriousness which it
presents whether it comes from
Mullins, Skinner, Coleman, Gritz,
Helms, etc. It is the facts, not the
copyright, which bear notice and
action--not who “spilled the pot of
beans ” !
If your intent is truly to serve and
in acknowledgment
of loss of
freedom and return unto Godness
and into Freedom (which you have
not had for over a century) you
would not even mention the items
which you have covered. I, however, welcome most humbly the
opportunity to reply and offer this
dissertation for it is for the whole-not for M.M. alone. Get your priorities in order
or you are GONE!
VELIKOVSKY
To all of you, along the lines of
above subject matter of recognition
of writers. I can’t have space to
recognize all writers but I do recognize inquiry of Mrs. J.N.S.
(Fla/Ky) regarding the work of
His is blessed inVelikovsky.
formation with much truth of your
history. You will have difficulty
finding the books. If you would
care to share with your b;others, I
would entertain giving some of his
information as we have time. As
for missing history of the Egyptians, I believe Germain is writing
this very week on the early God-influenced Egyptian times which are
missing from your annals. It is
that
all times
in historical
documentation, which deal with the
ONE GOD, are deleted to the
fullest extent possible.
It was
through the Egyptians that the
ONE God was recognized at the
Dawn of Consciousness in the huYou must un-derman species.
stand that you do not understand
the ongoing manifestation of a
species or civilization. The adversary had to see to it that the one
term “reincarnation”, and concept,
#4

be removed from your Bible unto
the Christians and Hebrews for it
removed the ability to control,
through power, the masses in the
human setting. You start a long
way back--at the beginning and
move all the way forward in experience--you are seed and you are
immortal and the path has been incorrectly laid forth to mislead you-1 believe you call it “the primrose
path”. I do not intend to further
comment herein regarding the material for the very concept of “how
it is”, “manifestation”, physical,
spiritual is confused and that information is in the process of being
brought forth at this time--LET US
REALLY TALK ABOUT IT AFTER YOU HAVE ACCESS TO
THE RESOURCE FOR IT IS
COMING AS QUICKLY AS MY
SCRIBE CAN WRITE IT--AND
DEPENDING ON HOW MANY
OF THESE DISTRACTIONS I
HAVE AND HOW MANY FIRES
THERE ARE TO EXTINGUISH.

FROM SOUTH AFRICA
Please read the following most
carefully for it is a plea to you,
America. For you who can take
time to write and share with these
brave ones--please give love and
support to them for they work
without rest and are watching their
nation move into total destruction-without hope.
.....
.
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You ask about the ones, Hyksos,
of Egyptian history.
Yes, those
are the same beings who in Greek
Mythology are represented
by
Hypnos meaning guardians (of the
“sleeping”), asserting communication and contact through the nowrecognized “subconscious“ mind of
human through circumventing the
conscious critical human-related
mind--through “hypnosis”. Nothing mystical--absolutely
feasible
and specifically explained easily
through physics.
By the way, there was an alternative plan to have the Christ present
through the Egyptians at the time
of the Christ presentation as Immanuel (Esu) in Judea. Had that
route been utilized the Son’s label
would have been “Sananda”--even
before fulfillment of his “graduation”.
You can look up these
things.
“Esu” was also a portion of HIS
name in both languages.
.
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NOT in the high places and to
whom God has promised the
WORD.

.
.

.
I have another letter from New
Zealand, portions of which I will
share--blessed Americans, look and
see that which is hidden from you-on your shoulders rests freedom of
a planet or enslavement and destruction! The time is at hand for
action in Truth.
GOD WILL
LEAD YOU BUT HE WILL NOT
DO IT FOR YOU! HE WILL
POINT THE WAY AND HELP
DISCERN THE CHOICES AND
OFFER INSTRUCTIONS
AND
KNOWLEDGE--HE
WILL GO
WITH YOU--NOT FOR YOU.

..
....

(I delete personal information from
the following but I wish to share
the section on economy and possibilities. The portion missing regards the advantages of investing/borrowing against gold. This
section was addressed to George--I
will begin quoting at non-personal
......
juncture.)

.....

....

[Annamie and Mike Gardner: P.O.
Box 68871, Bryanston 2021, Rep.
South Africa. Tel. (011)659-1278.

We are honored and humbly appreciative for that which will be
coming within our team most soon.
There will be options for information and presentation of that which
IS as uncovered--cover-up, and we
will be able to turn more to this
type of information--there will be
huge quantities of inquiries as
“Pleiades Connections” and Universal
order
and unfoldment
reaches eyes and ears--and therein
lies total necessity to respond for it
is the very source and foundation
of MAN and his connection to
God--along with instructions and
information regarding
immortality and that ,which is
available unto you.
PLAGIARIZATION OF LETTER TO de KLERK. S.&
AFRICA

They are reprinting
in
tiny format to allow savings in
costs--so tiny, friends, that it actually needs a magnifying glass to
But ones are starved for
read.
Truth and they are willing to do
this in order to have Truth. AS
AMERICA
GOES--SO
GOES
THE WORLD! Allow these ones,
George, to know we will give them
any assistance we have which
helps--even to sending discs and
directly reprint right off the original, without covers, etc. Work it
out--God’s people are the ones
I>
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Since it was given originally by
myself, I suppose we shall allow
full benediction upon my beautiful
Brother! You see, we have a wondrous community at work on this
side also.
23, d991

-.
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Amendment, Anti-Crime Bill, Executive Orders, Gun control, Internal Revenue Service, the Federal
Reserve Board, the holding of a
Constitutional Convention.
IF
YOU
ARE
CONCERNED
ABOUT WHAT IS HAPPENING
TO YOUR COUNTRY...IF THE
WORDS NEW WORLD ORDER
SENDS A CHILL THROUGH
YOU...THEN THIS KIT IS FOR
YOU! Recommended supplemental reading:
RAPE OF THE
CONSTITUTION:
THE DEATH
OF FREEDOM, also available
through America West. The Constitution Package is $12 plus shipping.
THE PACKAGE WITH
THE BOOK IS $20 PLUS SHIPPING.

Holiday
IslO East (exit 284)
Denver, CO. l-800-Holiday or l303-371-9494

To you who ask if “this” be the
only place where the Word
coming forth--your answer! May
the Light be given to shine in the
dark corridors of all the nations.
Amen.
********

This “kit” is for groups or individuals
want
about saving our
United States Constitution.
This
package has very specific information which will assist in
Topics covered in
the package are: the Liberty
Amendment, the Flag Burning

Sipapu Odyssey
And They Called His Name Immanuel, I Am Sananda
Space-Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry of The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
.
I
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The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained
Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit Blessings
Phoenix
The
Operator-Owner
Manual
Operation Shanstorm
End of the Masquerade
Matter Anti-Matter
Let There Be LIGHT
Pleiades
Connection Vol. II
I And My Father Pleiades Connection Vol. III
Murder
By
Atomic
Suicide
Pleiades Connection Vol. IV
Phone Home E.T.
Pleiades Connection Vol. V
The Phoenix Express Vol’s I & II
($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s III &
IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s V &
VI ($15)
The price is $10 per JOURNAL,
(EXCEPTING
10%
discount on orders of 4 or more.
California residents add 7.25%
Add shipping, UPS
sales tax.
$3.25 and $1.00 each additional or
U.S. Mail $2.50 for first title and
$1 .OOeach additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America lWest or
your Local Distributor.
U.S.is $20 per 13 ISSUES, $40 for 26, $75 for 52,
Canada 13 issues $22, 26--$44,
52--$80, foreign 13--$30, 26--$60
52--$l lO (including back issues for
current Volume).
Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors, P.O.
Box 986, Tehachapi, CA. 93581.
For credit card orders or book catalog and sample newsletter call
For personal inquiries or other purposes, please
call l/805-822-9655.
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